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"•If:
 the sees, which are important in the Catholic hierarchy
—notably that of-Raphoe—are merely titles thrown in.
Before the pressure of circumstances caused by the
war, the disestablished Church made it a point of honour
to keep open all existing parish churches, although in
Connaught  and Munster all the parishioners could
often  have   assembled  in   a  cottage  kitchen.   The
Church taxed its resources heavily to maintain this
provision,  but in the war,  a great regrouping was
planned and the number of incumbencies has been
severely reduced.   Yet as an institution, she is still
over-equipped.    Nearly three-fourths of her adherents
are in the Six Counties, and these have an archbishop,
three  bishops, and  four  cathedrals.   Two  hundred
thousand outside have the other archbishop and eleven
diocesans, with thirteen cathedrals, of which two are in
Dublin.   The origin of this curious duplication goes
far back:   Christ Church'was a Danish foundation;
a Norman archbishop established St. Patrick's outsideV
the walls;   and it came later to be closely identified
with the old Gaelic see of Glendalough in Wicklow.
Both were restored with Protestant money:   Christ
Church by Sir Thomas Rowe, a leading whiskey dis-
tiller, St. Patrick's by Sir Benjamin Guinness, head of
the brewery:   and Protestant sentiment is strong for
the retention of both.   And if it were purposed to hand
over the larger edifice of St. Patrick's to the Catholics
of Ireland, it is doubtful whether the offer would be
accepted.   Who could exorcise the ghost of Dean Swift ?
and who would wish to have its hostile presence ?
The withdrawal from distant parishes is an economy
for the Church, but it is a loss to Ireland* Keeping
the rectories inhabited meant maintaining in outlying
parts some one man, and generally a family, of superior
education. It would not be disputed anywhere in
Ireland that the Protestant clergy extended their
practical beneficence to all who would accept it. The
period of systematic proselytism, sometimes pursued
by ugly methods, is a memory that darkens these rela-

